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Tensile specimen geometry and the constitutive behavior of Zircaloy-4
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Abstract

The influence of tensile specimen geometry on the deformation behavior of flat Zircaloy-4 tensile specimens has been examined for gauge length-to-width ratios that range from 1:1 to 4:1. Specimen geometry has only minor effects on the values of the yield stress, tensile strength, apparent uniform strain at maximum load, and strain-hardening exponent. However, in all geometries but the 4:1 configuration, diffuse necking occurs before maximum load. As a result, strain distributions at maximum load are uniform only in the 4:1 geometry. The elongation to failure is also affected by specimen geometry with the shorter gauge sections exhibiting much higher total elongation values, due in large part to the concomitant specimen necking behavior.

© 2003 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Predicting the deformation response of a Zircaloy component under stresses arising from in-reactor operation depends on an accurate description of its constitutive stress–strain response. Determining the stress–strain response of an alloy is normally straightforward, and many researchers have relied on the use of tensile tests using ASTM-recommended geometries [1] or compression testing [2]. However, for the in-service loading of Zircaloy cladding tubes, the dominant mode of deformation is often hoop tension. In order to determine the constitutive behavior of the cladding tube under hoop tension, it may be experimentally desirable to utilize specimen geometries that have a gauge length (l) to width (w) ratio (l/w) less than the 4:1 ratio recommended by ASTM [1]. One difficulty with the short tensile specimens is illustrated in a recent analysis of the strain distributions within uniaxial ring-stretch specimens geometries ranging from (l/w) = 4 : 1 to (l/w) = 1 : 1; based on Zircaloy-4 cladding, those results identify specimen necking upon yielding in the short 1:1 specimen [3]. The presence of specimen necking (and the concomitant absence of uniform deformation) indicates that the apparent constitutive stress–strain behavior, as well as parameters such as ‘uniform’ strain at maximum load, must be sensitive to specimen design, at least at small (l/w) values. It is also well known that specimen design can affect the failure strain, as shown in research based on subsized Zircaloy specimens [4] and in a study of necking behavior in round-bar tensile specimens of HY-100 steel [5]. In this communication, we present a straight-forward experimental analysis of the tensile behavior of flat Zircaloy-4 sheet (avoiding the complicating effects of friction/bending present during ring-stretch testing) tested using four different specimen geometries with (l/w)-ratios ranging from 4:1 to 1:1. We devote specific attention to the influence of specimen geometry on the constitutive stress–strain response as well as material parameters such as uniform strain and total elongation to failure.
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2. Experimental procedure

For this study, we used flat Zircaloy-4 sheet material (0.64 mm thick) that was furnished by Teledyne Wah Chang. The material was cold-rolled and recrystallized at 650 °C for 30 min in a vacuum (≈10⁻³ Pa). The sheet possessed a strong crystallographic texture with the following Kears factors: \( f_N = 0.60, f_L = 0.06, \) and \( f_T = 0.34 \) (importantly, these values are similar to those reported for unirradiated cold worked and stress-relieved Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes [6]). As a result of the texture, the recrystallized sheet exhibited considerable plastic anisotropy such that \( R = \frac{R_{\text{width}}}{R_{\text{thickness}}} = 5.2, \) where \( R_{\text{width}} \) is the width strain and \( R_{\text{thickness}} \) is the thickness strain within the uniform strain region of a uniaxial tension test. Thus, owing to the texture, through-thickness strain within the uniform strain region of a uniaxial tension test. Thus, owing to the texture, through-thickness strain slip is difficult, as is the case for cold worked and stress relieved (but unirradiated) Zircaloy-4 cladding tubes.

Assuming that the rolling direction of the sheet corresponds to the extrusion direction of tube materials, we performed tests on our sheet material with the tensile axis oriented transverse to the rolling direction. Tests were conducted at room temperature and an initial strain rate of \( 10^{-3} \mathrm{s}^{-1} \). Three specimens per condition were tested. The specimens were carefully scribed at the ends of the gauge section to assist in determining strain values. In addition, microhardness indentations (1 kg load) were used as ‘grids’ to determine strain distributions along the length of the specimens.

3. Results and discussion

Based on the schematic shown in Fig. 1, the four different specimen geometries described in Table 1 were examined. As listed in Table 1, the ratios of gauge length \( l \) to width \( w \) ranged from 1:1 to 4:1, the latter being the ratio specified by ASTM [1]. In addition, two fillet radii were examined for the case of the 3:2 specimens – a 5 mm radius (designated 3:2A) and a 7.5 mm radius (designated 3:2B).

We show in Fig. 2 the true stress–true strain behavior of the Zircaloy-4 sheet, as determined from the four specimen geometries listed in Table 1, assuming uniform strain for displacements up to maximum load. The stress–strain responses in Fig. 2 and most of the tabulated material property values in Table 2 may be summarized as follows:

- Importantly, there are only small differences in the measured ‘strain hardening behavior’ among the four specimen geometries. In all cases, fitting the stress–strain data over the strain increment \( 0.015 < \varepsilon < \varepsilon_{\text{max load}} \) results in good fit values \( (R^2 > 0.99) \) of the strain hardening exponent, \( n = \frac{d\ln\sigma}{d\ln\varepsilon}_{\text{ave}} \). These results indicate a slightly higher \( n \)-value \( (n = 0.090) \) for the 1:1 geometry, compared to \( n = 0.080–0.084 \) for the other three specimen geometries.
- Small differences in apparent yield stress \( (\sigma_y) \) values also occur as a result of specimen geometry with the 4:1 specimen exhibiting a slightly higher yield stress value \( (\sigma_y \approx 469 \mathrm{MPa}) \) when compared to the other geometries. Such behavior suggests non-uniform deformation might cause ‘premature’ yielding in the specimens with shorter gauge sections and therefore suppress the yield drop behavior present in the 4:1 specimen. We also note that there are no significant differences in ultimate tensile strength \( (S_{\text{uts}}) \), with all four geometries providing values in the range of \( S_{\text{uts}} = 482–488 \mathrm{MPa} \).
- Based on the definition of ‘uniform strain’, \( \varepsilon_{\text{uniform}} \), as the specimen strain at maximum load, Fig. 2 (which is based on data up to maximum load) indicates small, but possibly significant, differences in uniform strain values. The 1:1 specimen geometry exhibits the highest ‘uniform’ strain value \( (\varepsilon_{\text{uniform}} = 0.105) \). In contrast, the other specimens had significantly lower uniform strain values \( (\varepsilon_{\text{uniform}} = 0.076 \) for 3:2A, and \( \varepsilon_{\text{uniform}} = 0.088 \) for both 3:2B and 4:1).

In summary, the influence of tensile specimen geometry on the deformation response of the Zircaloy-4 sheet indicates that the wide range of tensile specimen geometries results in only minor differences among the values of \( \sigma_y, S_{\text{uts}}, n, \) and \( \varepsilon_{\text{uniform}} \). The 4:1 specimen geometry, which is based on ASTM standards [1], provides the highest values of the yield stress and lowest strain hardening, but the differences are relatively small with the possible exception of the 1:1 specimen geometry.

![Fig. 1. Geometry of the tensile specimens examined in this study.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Gauge length ( l ) (mm)</th>
<th>Gauge width ( w ) (mm)</th>
<th>Fillet radius ( R ) (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:2A</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:2B</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:1</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specimen identification is based on the ratio of gauge length to gauge width \( (i.e., l/w) \).
In the case of the 1:1 specimen geometry, previous tensile test results indicate that the strong interaction of the fillets with the gauge section results in premature diffuse necking of the specimen soon after yielding at strains less than 0.02 [3]. The presence of specimen necking induces a multiaxial stress state within the gauge section and, with it, stress-state hardening/notch strengthening (which for this plastically anisotropic material can be significant). As a result, the flow stress for the 1:1 specimen is elevated and, as the diffuse necking develops with strain, there is an accompanying increase in the apparent strain hardening, evident in Fig. 2 and in Table 2.

In contrast to most of the material parameters reported in Table 2, the total elongation to failure (%EL) is quite sensitive, consistent with results on round-bar steel test specimens [5]. As shown in Fig. 3, the elongation values differ by roughly a factor of two, with the 4:1 specimen exhibiting only 30% elongation to failure while the corresponding value for the 1:1 specimen is nearly 60%.

The cause of the large differences in elongation values can be inferred from measurements of uniform strain. With the possible exception of the 1:1 specimen geometry, Table 2 indicates that $e_{\text{uniform}} \approx n$, as expected from the Considere Criterion [7]. (In fact, given the strain-rate hardening of Zircaloy 4 at room temperature, we would expect $e_{\text{uniform}} > n$, based on theory; for example, see Ref. [8]). However, at maximum load, Fig. 4 shows that strain distributions at maximum load are non-uniform in all but the 4:1 specimens. Only the 4:1 specimen shows an extensive region of uniform strain over the central ~80% of the gauge length. In contrast, the strain at maximum load along the gauge length in the 3:2 specimens is much less uniform than in the 4:1 specimens with only perhaps the central 60% of the gauge length exhibiting near-uniform deformation.

The results in Fig. 4 indicate that, due to presence of the fillets, the gauge sections in the short 3:2 and 1:1 specimens exhibit specimen necking before maximum load is achieved and that the strain at maximum load is non-uniform. During deformation after maximum load, specimen necking becomes pronounced in these specimens, involving much of the gauge section, especially in the short 1:1 specimen geometry. A pronounced example of such necking behavior is shown Fig. 5, which illustrates a ring-stretch Zircaloy-4 cladding tube specimen with the same 1:1 geometry examined here [3].
case, the interaction between the fillets at either end of the gauge section and gauge section deformation [3,5] results in strain distributions that create triangular shaped ‘dead zones’ (i.e., regions of nearly zero strain) that form near the fillets [3]. As a consequence, the initiation of a diffuse neck occurs shortly after yielding, and it develops into the pronounced double-edge notched configuration shown in Fig. 5. The resulting constraints of the fillets on the deformation within the necked region results in stress–state hardening (magnified by the plastic anisotropy), which in turn inhibits failure (fracture initiates at the center of the specimen where the stress triaxiality is the greatest). The result is the higher total elongation values for the 3:2 specimens and especially of the 1:1 geometry when compared to the 4:1 geometry where such constraints are minimized, as shown in Fig. 3.

4. Summary

Within the range of specimen shapes examined for Zircaloy–4 sheet, the geometry of the tensile specimen has only minor effects on the following material parameters: yield stress, tensile strength, apparent ‘uniform’ strain values at maximum load, and strain-hardening exponent. However, the strain distributions indicate that the long ASTM – type 4:1 specimen geometry is the only geometry that exhibits uniform deformation behavior.
at maximum load, and it therefore provides the most accurate indications of the constitutive behavior this material. Nevertheless, the differences between the 4:1 geometry and the shorter 3:2 geometries are small with only the total elongation being strongly affected by the geometry; in this case, the shorter gauge-section specimens exhibits much greater total elongation values.
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